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Executive Summary 

Orthodontic treatment involves attaching orthodontic brackets to the teeth in order to move them into a 

straighter position [1]. The metal orthodontic brackets are important because they hold the metal archwire in 

place, which forms a fixed brace which straightens teeth by applying a light continuous force [2]. A modern 

orthodontic bracket is bonded directly to the tooth using dental cement [2], then the metal archwire is then guided 

through the slots in each of the metal brackets [2]. These brackets are typically composed of stainless steel, 

titanium and titanium alloys, or cobalt-chromium alloys [1]. 
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The typical composition of orthodontic metallic brackets is usually one of a few usual suspects, namely 

stainless steel and its alloys, or titanium and titanium alloys. These materials are good choices for brackets as they 

all share the properties of having high strength and corrosion resistance, which are the two most desirable traits 

for an orthodontic bracket. Different combinations of material compositions each yield different hardness and 

galvanic corrosion resistance, so as of now there is no definitive optimal metallic alloy for composing these 

brackets. Another consideration to make is the allergenicity of some nickel alloys, even despite the low percentage 

of reactions in patients. New brackets are sometimes composed of plastics or ceramics for a more aesthetically 

pleasing look but are somewhat problematic as there can be deformation in plastics and cracking in ceramics. 

Even after reinforcement they are still softer and more prone to wear than traditional brackets. 
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The frictional forces that exist between orthodontic brackets and archwires are a problem for tooth 

movement because it can restrict the movement of the tooth or apply forces which cause the tooth to move in an 

undesired direction. The frictional coefficient in these situations is dependant on the texture, hardness, and 

temperature of the opposing surfaces, therefore the selected material of the bracket plays a large role in how much 

friction exists. In a comparison between two primary types of brackets composed of different types of stainless 

steels and ceramics, the amount of planar static frictional resistance was determined to generally be higher with 

the ceramic brackets than the stainless steel brackets. Also, for each combination of brackets and archwires, the 

frictional resistance increased proportionally with the force of ligation for that combination. Finally, the ceramic 

brackets produced abrasive wear on the archwire while the stainless steel brackets did not. 
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 Because the aesthetics of orthodontic braces can be a concern of many patients, aesthetically pleasing as 

well as technically performant brackets are being developed. The material chosen to make these brackets is 

important to these functions. The brackets must be able to sufficiently adhere to the teeth, be strong enough to 

withstand prolonged torsional forces without deforming, be resistant to corrosion, and be translucent. Recently, 

brackets made of ceramic, sometimes reinforced with plastic, have seen more widespread use, but their structural 

integrity in the long-term relative to steels has not been sufficiently studied. Ceramics are useful in this application 

because of their ability to be translucent and their chemical inertness, but they are not as good as some steels in 

terms of how strong they are and how prone to cracking they are due to their brittleness. Currently, ceramic 

brackets only beat traditional brackets in terms of aesthetics. 
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